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ABSTRACT

Solar heat energy, one of the typical renewable energy absorbs radiation energy from the sun and converts it into heat energy. Since it is sustainable and eco-friendly, it can be a good alternative to solve the problem of the depletion of fossil fuels. But it has low density. So, solar collector is very important to use more efficiently. From the viewpoint of low cost as well as short construction schedule for the manufacturing of heat exchanger, flexibility, and high performance, Pulsating Heat Pipe (PHP) draws special attention. Therefore, we use PHP for increasing efficiency of solar collector. In this study, we applied two types PHP to solar collector. One is U type, and other is Double U type. We made evaporating section of PHP by using a ‘U’ shape to prevent flooding which is the problem of conventional ‘I’ type heat pipe of solar collector. Condensing section of PHP was double tube which has the circular finned water tube inside for increasing heat transfer area. PHP was charged R-141b about 100\% of evaporating section volume. And then, we compare the solar collector efficiency according to the evaporating section shape of the PHP on standard water flow rate. Consequently, heat collector efficiency of the U type solar collector is about 15\% higher than Double U type solar collector. And both solar collector works reliably on the standard water flow rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solar energy, one of typical renewable energy absorbs radiation energy from the sun and converts it into heat energy. Since it is sustainable and eco-friendly, it can be a good alternative to solve the problem of the depletion of fossil fuels. But it has low density. So many studies about high efficiency solar collector have been carried out (Morrison et al., 2004; Dhariwal and Mirdha, 2005; Zambolin and Del Col, 2010). There are many types of the solar collector such as flat-plate collectors, stationary compound parabolic collectors and evacuated solar collectors. Among them, since conventional simple flat-plate solar collectors were developed for use in sunny and warm climates, their performance are greatly reduced when conditions become unfavorable during cold, cloudy, and windy days. However, evacuated solar collectors use a vacuum-sealed tube which reduces convection and conduction losses, so the collectors can operate at higher temperatures than flat-plate collectors. And their efficiency is higher at low incidence angles. This effect tends to give evacuated solar collectors an advantage over flat-plate collectors in terms of daylong performance.

Evacuated solar collectors use liquid-vapor phase change materials to transfer heat at high efficiency. These collectors feature a heat pipe (a highly efficient thermal conductor) placed inside a vacuum-sealed tube. The heat pipe contains a small amount of fluid that undergoes an evaporating-condensing cycle. In this cycle, solar heat evaporates the liquid and the vapor travels to the heat sink region, where it condenses and releases its latent heat. The condensed fluid returns to the solar collector and the process is repeated (Terpstra and Van Veen, 1987; Kalogirou, 2009).

Conventional heat pipe which applied to evacuated solar collector has very long ‘I’ type single tube evaporating section. And condensing section size is very small and located where block the water flow (Azard, 2008; Bin et al., 2013) as shown in Fig. 1. In the conventional type, since the working fluids inside evaporating section run to only one direction, when the sunshine is high, it became the cause of flooding lead to dryout. If flooding effect occurred, heat pipe performance was limited (Japan Association for Heat Pipe, 2001). Also the condensing section is very small, so its heat transfer area is not enough. And pressure drop is increased because it located where prevent the water flow (Kreith and Bohn, 2002; Cengel and Ghajar, 2012).

![Fig. 1 Conventional ‘I’ type heat pipe solar collector](image-url)
Our evacuated solar collector compensated the defect of conventional heat pipe solar collector. We used pulsating heat pipe (PHP) which has ‘U’ type evaporating section to prevent flooding by oscillating and irregular flow of vapor bubble. In the condensing section, water can flow straight inside the water tube without resistance by condensing section of PHP (compare the Fig. 1). Accordingly, pressure drop inside the water tube and water pump power are reduced. In addition, since the heat exchange is occurred on outer surface of water tube unlike conventional ‘I’ type heat pipe solar collector, heat transfer area of condensing section is increased by a fin that is attached to the outer surface of the water tube.

In this study, we applied two types PHP to solar collector. All of heat pipe have same condensing section shape, but evaporating section is different. One is the U type PHP and other is the Double U type PHP which has two U tube evaporating section. Using these solar collectors, we evaluate each solar collector performance on standard of water flow rate.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES AND METHODS

2.1 Pulsating heat pipe

A PHP is typically a meandering tube comprised of a serpentine channel with capillary dimension. Initially, the PHP is evacuated and then partially filled with the working fluid. Effects from surface tension cause the formation of liquid slugs interspersed with vapor bubbles. As heat is applied to the evaporating section, the working fluid begins to evaporate. This results in an increase of vapor pressure inside the tube which causes the bubbles in the evaporator zone to grow and pushes the liquid towards the condensing section. As the condensing section cools, the vapor pressure reduces and condensation of bubbles occurs. This process between the evaporating section and condensing section is continuous and results in an oscillating motion within the tube. Heat is transferred through latent heat of the vapor and through sensible heat transported by the liquid slugs (Reay and Kew, 2005). Operating procedure of PHP is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Operating principle of PHP

2.2 Experimental Devices

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of experimental devices. Solar collectors were placed in outdoors where unimpeded area and installed on 35 degree inclination angle to the south with pyrheliometer. Heated water by solar collector was stored at the heat storage tank. And the pump with control valve and stop valve was installed for the flow control. T-type thermocouple was used to measure the inlet and outlet water temperature.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of solar collector system

Fig. 4 Internal shape of U type solar collector

Fig. 5 Internal shape of Double U type solar collector
Vacuum of PHP could be reached to 0.04 Pa. Working fluid was R-141b which has high merit number and stability for container from the results of previous research by 100% of evaporating section volume (Lee et al., 2011). Therefore Double U type PHP was charged by 1365cc and U type PHP was charged by 2000cc.

Fig. 6 is operating principle of the solar collector using the PHP. If working fluid within heat pipe is vaporized in evaporating section, phase change occurred and vapor bubbles are generated. This vapor bubbles are forwarded to condensing section and heat exchange occur between water pipe and working fluid. After this heat exchange, condensed working fluid is moved to evaporating section. Working fluid transfers heat repeating this process.

### 2.2 Experimental Method

The experiment was conducted from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on sunny days. Water was supplied by 1 kg/min and 2 kg/min according to Standard of renewable energy facilities (1.2 kg/min per collector unit area) (Korea Energy Management Corporation (KEMCO), 2009). Data were collected every 2 seconds on the water inlet/outlet temperature, water flow rate and solar irradiance for calculating solar collector efficiency. Then every data were arranged with the time average.

### 2.3 Solar Collector Efficiency

The quantity of heat transferred to the water in the tank can be calculated by water temperature variation, taking into account the water flow rate and specific heat:

\[
Q_w = m c_p w (T_{o,w} - T_{i,w})
\]  

(1)

The cumulative collection efficiencies (\( \eta \)) can be expressed as a ratio of the amount of heat stored in the tank to the total amount of solar energy irradiation on the collector for the same period of time (Rittidech and Wannapakne, 2007):

\[
\eta = \frac{Q_w}{A_c G_T} = \frac{m c_p w \int \Delta T dt}{A_c \int G_T dt} 
\]  

(2)

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Performance analysis according to shape of PHP

The experiment was conducted sunny day when the solar irradiance was more than 800 W/m² and water flow rate was 1 kg/min. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are graphs of the water inlet/outlet temperature and solar irradiance during measuring period. Its average values are shown in Table 2.

When the solar irradiance was 903.7 W/m², Double U type solar collector was collected heat by 431.9 W/m² and U type solar collector was collected heat by 544.9 W/m². Consequently, heat collector efficiency of the U type solar collector is about 13% higher than Double U type solar collector.

Heat transfer area of evaporating section of PHP is similar to each other (Double U type: 4.27 m², U type: 4.53 m²). But tube diameter of evaporating section of U type PHP is bigger than Double U type. Therefore, although the charging ratio is same to each other as 100% of evaporating section volume, quantities of working fluid are 1.4 times more than Double U type PHP. Under the same charging ratio, quantity of working fluid is one of factors contributing to determine performance of solar collector. As a result, U type solar collector which has more working fluid has high efficiency compare with Double U type solar collector.
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3.2 Performance analysis according to water flow rate

Under the same experimental condition, we measured the performance of solar collector according to the water flow rate. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are presented water inlet/outlet temperature and solar irradiance variation when the water flow rate is 2 kg/min. Its average values are shown in Table 3.

When the solar irradiance was 849.7 W/m², Double U type solar collector was collected heat by 397.5 W/m² and U type solar collector was collected heat by 520.8 W/m². Consequently, heat collector efficiency of the U type solar collector is about 15% higher than Double U type solar collector. Compared with the results when the water flow rate is 1 kg/min, although temperature difference between inlet and outlet temperature is lower, solar collector efficiencies are almost equal. As a result, both solar collector works reliably on the standard water flow rate.

Table 2 Test results of experiment (Water flow rate: 1kg/min)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape of PHP</th>
<th>U type</th>
<th>Double U type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water flow rate (kg/min)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water inlet temp. (°C)</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water outlet temp. (°C)</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient temp. (°C)</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar irradiance (W/m²)</td>
<td>903.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat collection (W/m²)</td>
<td>544.9</td>
<td>431.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (%)</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Test results of experiment (Water flow rate: 2kg/min)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape of PHP</th>
<th>U type</th>
<th>Double U type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water flow rate (kg/min)</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water inlet temp. (°C)</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water outlet temp. (°C)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient temp. (°C)</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar irradiance (W/m²)</td>
<td>849.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat collection (W/m²)</td>
<td>520.8</td>
<td>397.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (%)</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we applied two types PHP to solar collector and evaluate each solar collector performance on the standard water flow rate. The results of the experiment may be summarized as follows:

(i) From Table 3, when the solar irradiance was 849.7 W/m², Double U type solar collector collected heat by 397.5 W/m² and U type solar collector collected heat by 520.8 W/m². Consequently, heat collector efficiency of the U type solar collector is about 15% higher than Double U type solar collector.

(ii) Although both solar collectors have almost same heat transfer area of evaporating section of PHP and charging ratio, the quantities of working fluid of U type PHP are more than Double U type value. Therefore, U type solar collector shows much better performance compared with Double U type solar collector.

(iii) When the water flow rate was increased from 1 kg/min to 2 kg/min, water outlet temperature was decrease. But in each condition, solar collector efficiencies are almost equal in less than 1%. As a result, both solar collector works reliably on the standard water flow rate.
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NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_c$</td>
<td>collecting area (m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>specific heat (J/kg·K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_T$</td>
<td>solar irradiance (W/m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>water flow rate (kg/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{i,w}$</td>
<td>water inlet temperature (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{o,w}$</td>
<td>water outlet temperature (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_w$</td>
<td>heat recovery amount of water (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_s$</td>
<td>solar collector efficiency (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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